Chemicals from roots, hairy roots, and their application.
Plants produce thousands of different compounds through the secondary metabolism pathways. Since many of these products are obtained by direct extraction from plants that are cultivated in the field or some times even collected in their original habitat several factors can alter their yield. The use of plant cell cultures has overcome several inconveniences for the production of secondary metabolites. Organized cultures, and especially root cultures, can make a significant contribution to our understanding of secondary metabolism. Furthermore, a new alternative has arisen: transformed root cultures. Until now, hairy roots have been obtained from more than 100 different species. The products that they are able to produce range from alkaloids to aromatic compounds and dyes. These kinds of cultures have turned out to be an invaluable tool to study the biochemistry and the gene expression of the metabolic pathways in order to elucidate the intermediaries and enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites.